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Introduction Agricultural Household Model

Family Businesses are the Backbone of Development
Both Producers and Consumers

Many families are both consumers and producers

Understanding the economic environment they face is essential
for analyzing constraints and interpreting their choices

Require a framework integrating production and consumption

The Agricultural Household Model is widely used in economics
General model of household as a consumer and producer

Relevant for any household enterprise (e.g. self-employment, crime, ...)
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Model of Simultaneous Decision Making
Becomes Recursive Under Complete Markets

Models production of household-firm and utility maximization
Make choices regarding business, consumption, and time allocation

Standard model simplifies simultaneous problem as recursive
Production may be treated separately from consumption

Consumption independent of farm business resource allocation

Requires specific assumptions:
⇒ Complete current and future markets
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Introduction Separation

Recursion is a Useful Result
Key Work Supports Complete Markets

Powerful result for theoretical and empirical applications
Agricultural subsidies, rural wages, technology adoption, capital
markets, microfinance, ...
e.g. Jayachandran (2006, JPE); Conley and Udry (2010, AER); Kaur (2017)

Evidence in support: HHs adapt to missing markets
e.g. Community risk sharing; family resilience in presence of shocks

Benjamin (1992, ECMA): does input demand depend on HH demographics?

Fail to reject ⇒ Production as if independent of consumption

Today: Examine consumption side through price variation
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Introduction Separation

Importance of Research Program

Showed in prior work Benjamin’s seminal finding is not robust

After taking into account e.g. endogeneity of HH composition

Suggests reject complete markets

→ Intuitive, but weakly powered test

Plausible HHs behave as if complete for some choices and contexts

Need a procedure to identify these cases

Points carry important implications:

⇒ Lack of markets negatively impacts welfare of poorer,
less-connected HHs

⇒ Optimal policies differ when markets are incomplete
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Introduction Approach and Findings

Consumption Implications of Complete Markets

Lay out version of dynamic agricultural household model

Present new set of testable restrictions of complete markets
Discuss production side challenges

⇒ Consumption-side approach potentially more promising

Assess with longitudinal household and price data from Indonesia
Input prices that only affect profits do not directly impact consumption

Requires data on inputs, consumption, and prices

⇒ Reject complete markets

Illustrate meaningful heterogeneity

Begin to understand consequences of incompleteness



Introduction Outline

Presentation Outline

1 Introduction
2 Agricultural Household Model
3 Empirical Framework
4 Data & Context
5 Baseline Results
6 Extensions
7 Conclusion



Model General Formulation

Model of Production and Consumption

Model integrating production and consumption decisions
(Singh, Squire, and Strauss, 1986)

Objective: Maximize household utility

maxE

[
∞∑

t=0

βtu(xmt , xct , `t ;µt , εt)

]

xmt : Market consumption
xct : Agricultural consumption

`t : Leisure
µt , εt : Household characteristics
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Model Production

Households are Producers
Production Function and Labor

Agricultural production functions for each crop c :

Qct = Qct(Lct ,Vct ,Act ; νct)

Q: Crop output L: Labor
A: Land

V : Variable inputs
ν: Productivity shocks

Individual time endowment for leisure, family farm and off-farm labor

EL
it = `it + LFarm

it + LOff−farm
it
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Model Consumption

Households are Consumers
Maximize Utility subject to a Budget Constraint

Intertemporal budget constraint:

Wealth tomorrow = interest on income less expenditure today

Wt+1 = (1+ rt+1)[Wt + {
∑

i wit(E
L
it − `it)} − {pmtxmt + pctxct}

+ {
∑

c pctQct − wtLct − pvtVct − pAtAct}]

W : Wealth (Assets)
w(EL − `): Labor income

pmxm + pcxc :
Consumption expenditure
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Maximize Utility subject to a Budget Constraint

Intertemporal budget constraint:

Wealth tomorrow = interest on income less expenditure today

Wt+1 = (1+ rt+1)[Wt + {
∑

i wit(E
L
it − `it)} − {pmtxmt + pctxct}

+ {
∑

c pctQct − wtLct − pvtVct − pAtAct}]
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Model Separation

The Two Sides are Recursive
2-Step Approach under Complete Markets

When all current and future markets exist, and prices taken as given,
production and consumption are recursive

Two-step approach:

1 Choose inputs to maximize farm profits π

max πt =
∑

c pctQct − wtLct − pvtVct − pAtAct

2 Maximize utility s.t. modified budget constraint
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Model Separation

The Two Sides are Recursive
2-Step Approach under Complete Markets
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Model Separation

The Two Sides are Recursive
2-Step Approach under Complete Markets

When all current and future markets exist, and prices taken as given,
production and consumption are recursive

⇒ Preferences do not influence farm decisions

⇒ Production affects consumption only through income effect



Model Separation

Production Treated Separately from Consumption
Implications of Complete Markets part 1

Literature assesses recursion exclusively from production side

⇒ Farm decisions solely function of production side variables
Pitt and Rosenzweig, 1986; Benjamin, 1992; Udry, 1999; Barrett et al.,
2008; Dillon and Barrett, 2016; LaFave and Thomas, 2016

E.g. Does farm labor depend on household composition?
Benjamin (1992, ECMA)

Mixed results:
Benjamin → Fail to reject

LaFave and Thomas (2016) and others → Reject

Concerns of measurement and identification
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Model Separation

Production Side Tests Pose Challenges

Test: Does farm labor depend on household composition?

1. Specify farm production function
2. Associate household demographics with labor demand

Measurement and Identification concerns
- Data on farm input demand, hired vs. family labor, farm output, ...
- Multi and intercropping → require multiple production fn.’s
- Inputs are choices → properly treated as endogenous
- Unobserved farm and HH heterogeneity → endogenous demographics

⇒ Offer new approach with price variation and consumption
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Consumption Allocations Weak Separability

Complete Markets Impose Restrictions on Consumption
Implications of Complete Markets part 2

1 Production treated as if independent of preferences
2 Production only affects consumption through profits

Standard conditional consumption demand functions x :

x = x(consump. prices,wages, income, ...)

Now modified to include farm profits:

x = x(consump. prices,wages, income, ..., farm profit)

Farm profits depend on input and output prices:
Output prices may be consumption prices (e.g. rice), BUT

⇒ Some Input prices only impact consumption through farm profit
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Consumption Allocations under Recursion

x = x(consump. prices,wages, income, ..., farm profit)

x = x(pm, pc , )

π: farm profit depends on:

Crop output prices pc , wages w , input prices pv

⇒ Variable input prices pv enters only through π
e.g. insecticides, fertilizer

Goal: test if this weak separability holds

Marginal effect of change in input price:

∂x

∂pv
=
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Input Prices Affect Consumption Through Profits
Implies a Restriction on Ratios
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independent of consumption good
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Testable implication:
Ratio of price effects the same across all goods
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Empirical Model Demand System

Estimating a Household Demand System
Including Farm Input Prices

Test by estimating a flexible household demand system

Share of expenditure on good g for household h, community j , time t

w g
hjt = α+

C∑
c=1

βc log(pc
jt)+

V∑
v=1

γv log(pv
jt)+f (xhjt ; δ)+θzhjt +µh+εhjt

pc
jt : Consumption prices pv

jt : Input prices

f (xhjt): HH PCE e.g. non-parametric or flexible fit

zhjt : time varying controls (demographics, local wages)
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Measurement and identification challenges

Biased if HH demographics correlated with farm characteristics

Consumption test: Ratio of farm input price effects

Consumption routinely measured; transaction prices

Biased if prices correlated with farm-specific, unobserved shock

Unlikely → Prices determined outside of HH, inputs purchased before
weather realizations
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Focus on four key inputs
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Rice seed
Kangkung (spinach) seed

Purchased by 85-90% of farm-households
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Credibly exogenous variation
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What markets may be missing to create pattern?

Not directly assessed with portmanteau test (strength)

Literature points to credit, insurance, land...

→ Stratify by landholdings (corr. with own capital, credit)
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Results Heterogeneity

Evidence Against Complete Markets
Valid for sub-groups?

Land is the primary asset - corr. with own capital, credit,

→ Divide sample into two groups based on landholdings relative to
community mean

1. Below community mean: 67.7% of sample

2. Above community mean: 32.3% of sample

Separately estimate demand systems and ratio tests
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For Whom does Separation Hold?
Rejections for small landholdings only

Insect. to

Good A Good B Kangkung Insecticide Fertilizer Insecticide Fertilizer Fertilizer
Grain Other Food 0.80 0.28 0.02 0.31 0.02 0.40

Home Goods 0.93 0.89 0.11 0.86 0.18 0.23
Human Capital 0.62 0.14 0.096 0.19 0.054 0.16

Other Food Home Goods 0.61 0.08 0.64 0.09 0.58 0.64
Human Capital 0.56 0.04 0.03 0.049 0.02 0.38

Home Goods Human Capital 0.54 0.053 0.045 0.07 0.09 0.47

Insect. to

Good A Good B Kangkung Insecticide Fertilizer Insecticide Fertilizer Fertilizer
Grain Other Food 0.18 0.35 0.87 0.67 0.10 0.29

Home Goods 0.15 0.56 0.38 0.19 0.59 0.57
Human Capital 0.67 0.49 0.55 0.65 0.17 0.19

Other Food Home Goods 0.69 0.32 0.16 0.31 0.35 0.25
Human Capital 0.40 0.98 0.35 0.76 0.07 0.77

Home Goods Human Capital 0.50 0.59 0.13 0.89 0.29 0.26

Consumption Goods
Land Holdings BELOW Community-Mean

Rice Seed to […] Kangkung to […]

Land Holdings ABOVE Community-Mean

Ratio Test Results
Rice Seed to […] Kangkung to […]

Consumption Goods Ratio Test Results



Results Heterogeneity

For Whom does Separation Hold?

Summary - 36 pairwise tests

1. Small farms: 7 rejections at 5%, 14 at 10%

2. Large farms: 0 rejections at 5%, 1 at 10%

Markets appear to work for some:

Not only the wealthiest

Larger group than identified in production side test

→ Possible means to understand consequences of incompleteness
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Conclusion

Established Heterogeneity of Complete Markets
Opportunity to understand welfare effects

Feedback between households and their farm businesses
inconsistent with complete markets
→ Notable heterogeneity

Consistent with LaFave and Thomas (2016)
Established markets incomplete in production based test

Unable to recover robust, within-sample heterogeneity

More powerful test and opportunity to understand welfare effects
Why do markets work for some?

Ability to examine behavioral indicators



Conclusion Extensions

Does Incompleteness Matter?
Behavioral impacts of incompleteness

Sense that market incompleteness exists, is important

Little evidence on what happens to those living under incompleteness

If markets are incomplete for some, could see, e.g.

→ Weak bargaining with traders and receipt of lower crop prices?

→ Over supply of labor on the farm relative to the market wage?
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Rice Output Prices
Behavioral impacts of incompleteness

Rice is relatively homogeneous → are there differential sale prices?
Data collected on yield, consumption, and sale
Includes “farm-gate" price to intermediate trader

K-S test of equality p-value < 0.001
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Behavioral impacts of incompleteness

Living under incompleteness appears linked to meaningful outcomes:

Lower prices for similar output

Possibly inefficient use of labor

→ Variance of income, consumption and ability to smooth

→ Scope to examine under utilization of capital or technology given
prices and interest rate
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Conclusion Extensions

For Whom does Separation Hold?
Characteristics of Sub-Groups

Small Large
HH Size 3.7 3.8
Farm Size (m2) 1135 3539

Labor Demand 60.1 81.9
    (person-days)
Family-Supplied 48.8 55.4
Hired Labor 11.3 26.5

Wage to hired labor 1.63 1.68
    (Daily, Rp0,000)

Relative Farm Size […]
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Example from One Community

With household fixed effects, identifying price variation is temporal
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